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The Campaign to End Loneliness
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Our vision
We believe nobody should be
lonely in older age. We
believe that loneliness is not
inevitable. People of all ages
need connectons that mater.
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Context
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Social isolaton and loneliness are ofen confated as being the same situaton,
however they are not signifcantly correlated (Coyle and Dugan, 2012).

• Social isolaton can be seen as an objectve state, focusing
on a lack of social relatonships and contacts.
• Loneliness is a subjectve state, defned as a negatve
emoton associated with a perceived gap between the
quality and quantty of relatons that we have and what
we want (Perlman and Peplau, 1981).
• It is possible to be lonely without being socially isolated, to
experience both loneliness and isolaton, or to be socially
isolated without feeling lonely.
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North Belfast is characterised by inequality and was greatly impacted
by the Troubles - 16% of deaths between 1969 and 2001 took place in
North Belfast . Some areas have high levels of deprivaton whilst other
areas are much more afuent.

A healthy city is one that contnually creates and
improves its physical and social environments and
expands the community resources that enable
people to mutually support each other in performing
all the functons of life and developing to their
maximum potental
(
http:////www.euro.who.int//en//health-topics//environment-and-health//urban-health
//who-european-healthy-cites-network//what-is-a-healthy-city
).
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CLARE – Creatve Local Acton Responses and Engagement

Importantly, it recognised the need for more holistc, personalised,
community based, preventatve interventons that are now viewed as
important elements of efectve practce, as highlighted in the Power
to People report (Kelly and Kennedy, 2017).

Key emerging issues from one-to-one discussions with older
people were:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Loneliness,
Lack of family supports or contact,
Complex physical and mental health issues,
Need for very practcal help to manage health care
appointments and navigate support systems.
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CLARE – Creatve Local Acton Responses and Engagement

CLARE recognises the need to build
social capital and promotes
volunteering which generates
community involvement, builds
social capital and has the potental
to create cohesive, socially-inclusive
communites that people can be
proud to be part of.
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Descripton
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CLARE – Creatve Local Acton Responses and Engagement
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Loneliness
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The CLARE Approach

John is 60 years old and describes lifelong issues of anxiety and lack of social
connectons exacerbated by having spent many years as a carer to his parent. He
acknowledges feeling very lonely but needs tme to adjust to meetng people and
making friendships. He has concluded that the maximum tme a human can cope on
their own before getng lonely is fve hours, because someone recently told him that
she had to rush home to her dog whom she would never leave longer than fve hours.
John had a lot of support from CLARE when his role as a carer drew to a close to help
him move house to a new area. He now ‘drops in’ to CLARE for advice and support
but there is no quick soluton to his loneliness.
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Promising Approaches

CLARE demonstrates the efectveness of a mult-dimensional
model that addresses loneliness by encompassing the three
core areas of ‘foundaton services’ highlighted by the
Promising Approaches framework:
• reaching those most isolated through community
engagement and creatve thinking, including partnerships
with pharmacists and Health and Social care services,
• understanding the unique lived experience of the person
referred, and
• the need to address the impact of loneliness by having a
range of means of supportng that are personalised to
each person’s circumstances.
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Promising Approaches
Practcal – Volunteering is recognised as an
important consideraton in the framework but it is
now clear that efectve methods of signpostng and
‘triaging’ is needed…
Emotonal – Any systematc change in policies,
practces and services relatng to loneliness must be
accompanied with wider social and cultural change…
Coordinated – It is increasingly apparent that there
is a signifcant role for employers and businesses to
address loneliness through their practces, products,
services or assets.
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Engaging
the
public
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htps://bemoreus.org.uk/video

• Motvate people to make mutually
benefcial connectons
• Tackling the stgma of loneliness
• Challenging stereotypes of older
people
• Promote preparing for our social
futures and mental wellbeing
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• Campaign to End Loneliness – Fiona Murphy, NI Campaigns
Manager – fona@icampaigntoendloneliness.org.uk
• ARK – Dr. Paula Devine, Co-Director - P.Devine@iqub.ac.uk
• CLARE-CIC Mandy Cowden – Project Manager m.cowden@iclare-cic.org
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